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CCTV control room upgrade for
Boston Borough Council

The old security control room

New security control room at Boston Borough Council

MP Mark Simmonds opens the new control room

Control room furniture for new state of the art suite at
Boston Borough Council

and a new control room with custom made furniture for the three operatives.
Working with facilities management provider OCS, Thinking Space were
tasked with designing and installing a new console for the three operators, a
media wall to house eight large flat screen monitors and storage cupboards for
the new equipment.
Named the Roy Clark CCTV Suite, in memory of a well-known and fondly
remembered colleague, the new control room was officially opened MP Mark
Simmonds with a commemorative plaque. Representatives involved in the project
were invited, including our Jason Gregory.

Thinking Space has just completed the contract to supply control room furniture
for the new CCTV control room at Boston Borough Council. As part of the “Spend
To Save” initiative, Boston secured funds to invest in the next generation of town
centre CCTV monitoring solutions. Based in the CCTV suite at Municipal Buildings in
Boston, the new system is the first in the country to use this particular state-of-theart technology, now boasting a wireless CCTV system, improved camera technology

An update on international projects...
Over the summer months, we’ve been busy installing control room furniture
for security and plant & process envronments worldwide. We’ve carried out
a number of projects in Qatar, and have just won a contract in Jordan. Watch
this space for further details in the future.
Our furniture is ideal for exporting worldwide, as all furniture is easy to selfassemble, or can be installed by our team of fitters.
If you have a project you’d like to discuss with us, we have offices in Dubai
and Australia, as well as an Export/International Sales Manager to assist you
with your project.

Dont forget!
Thinking Space Systems Ltd
Unit 10b The Quadrangle | Abbey Park Industrial Estate | Romsey | Hampshire SO51 9DL
t: +44 (0)1794 516633 | f: +44 (0)1794 516632 | e: info@thinking-space.com

You can follow us on twitter @thinkingspacesy and
@novus_uk
or linked in: thinking-space-systems-ltd

Approach control room furniture
for Malta International Airport
A meeting at an exhibition the previous year
has led to a project to provide air traffic control
furniture for Malta International Airport. Thinking
Space was awarded the contract to provide
furniture for its approach control room.
Having just completed production, Thinking
Space welcomed Malta ATC to undertake a
factory inspection of the furniture (see photo).
Above: Factory visit by clients Malta ATC, with Paul (left) The consoles are configured in a hexagonal
and Sam (right)
shape with 9 operator positions. Due to the
positioning of the furniture inside the room, the
client requested privacy screens be erected to the rear of the console, to reduce sound and distractions from staff
passing by. Novus MoreSpace monitor mounts allow for multi-screen positioning at each operator position.
Having just celebrated a record 9.2% growth in passengers for the first half of 2013, the airports’ ATC operators
will soon be looking forward to improved facilities.
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Brilliant framework solutions
Brilliant Laundry contacted Thinking Space with a
request for a framework to improve efficiency in counting
their laundry products. The idea was to manufacture
a framework in the shape of a tunnel that would allow
sensors to be attached to it to detect electronic tags which
are sewn into the linen products.
Thinking Space completed a bespoke design using
the range of Kanya aluminium extrusion profiles and
accessories to suit the client’s requirements. The brief was
to allow for specific positioning of the sensors around the
framework without getting in
the way of the crate of linen
being pushed past them.
New
The Kanya aluminium extrusion is an ideal solution for building the
catalogue now
framework. The lightweight construction is easy to assemble from
a kit of parts and the adaptability factor of combining the use of
available to
panels and mesh into the 8 mm extrusion channel has created
download
the ideal solution to improve the efficiency of counting Brilliant
Laundry’s products.

Thinking Space have welcomed two new
recruits over the summer months. Ollie
Atkins joins us as a Sales Administrator,
whilst Isabel Lopez joins the design team
as a draugtsperson.

Thinking Space celebrate 10 years
Thinking Space celebrated their 10th
anniversary in the summer with a family
outing to the Hawk Conservancy in
Andover. On a gloriously hot day, we
enjoyed watching the flying displays as
well as holding a hawk.

Novus launch new MY range
New for 2013, Novus have launched the new MY range of
monitor mounts and a tablet holder. Bringing a simple yet
stylish solution for mounting lighter weight monitors (up to
6kg), the range is ideal for office environments. Single or
dual monitors can be mounted and even a monitor and
tablet combination. Choose from our sets or individual
components to make up your own combinations.
For more information, request a brochure or to see a
demonstration, please get in touch with us at
info@thinking-space.com.

Enclosed monitor wall
solutions
Thinking Space have just completed an
enclosed monitor wall for a northern transport
company. Using Evolution as the framework
and fixing method for the screens, the
whole structure has been clad in removable
composite panels.
This is a typical example of how adaptable
the Evolution media wall system is. Any
configuration can be developed to create
a central viewing area of monitors (see
photo left).
With a free design service available,
undertaken by our expert draughtsmen, the
possibilities for your project are endless.
For further details, please visit our website
www.evolutionmediawalls.com
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IFSEC Istanbul
30 Sept - 2 October, Turkey
Consec
3 October, Heathrow
BEST exhibition
9-10 October, London
MSC Global
11-12 November, Bristol

Visit our websites:

If you have an upcoming project, please get in touch with us at
info@thinking-space.com or visit our website www.thinking-space.com
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www.evolutionmediawalls.com
www.kanya-uk.co.uk
www.novus-uk.co.uk

